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Abstract—Patch-based approaches such as 3D block matching
(BM3D) and the non-local Bayes (NLB) method produce state-
of-the-art results for removing Gaussian noise from single-frame
images. In this work, we propose three extensions for these filters
when there exist multiple frames of the same scene. The first of
them employs reference patches on every frame instead of a
commonly used single reference frame method, thus utilizing the
complete available information. The remaining two techniques
use a separable spatio-temporal filter to reduce interactions
between dissimilar regions, hence mitigating artifacts. Also,
contrary to a state-of-the-art method which refrains from motion
compensation, we combine all our extensions with robust optical
flow. Two of our proposed multi-frame filters outperform existing
techniques on most occasions by a significant margin. One of
them is also fastest among all because of its separable design. Our
extensions can also be generalized to other similar single-frame
patch-based methods without usage of any additional parameters.
Index Terms—patch-based methods, multi-frame denoising,
image sequence denoising, video denoising, Gaussian noise.
I. INTRODUCTION
Restoring images corrupted with various types of noise
degradations is a classical image processing problem. Additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN), Poissonian and mixture noise
types are the most studied models in this application. AWGN
elimination methods are particularly important because they
can be combined with variance stabilizing transformations [1]–
[3] for also removing the latter two types of noise.
In the single-frame AWGN elimination scenario [4]–[9],
BM3D [6], [7] and NLB [8], [9] produce superior results. Both
of them are non-local patch-based methods which utilize the
similar information available at distant regions in the image.
More precisely, they filter a 3D group of similar patches.
BM3D in particular is a quasi-standard for modern denoising
algorithms. It is used as a benchmark in articles that involve
both neural network-based techniques [10] and traditional
approaches [8].
Multi-frame filters [11]–[29], on the other hand, utilize in-
formation from multiple frames of the same scene to compute
the final denoised image. In this work, we concentrate on the
fundamental problem of finding general approaches that can
optimally extend single-frame patch-based methods such as
NLB and BM3D to the multi-frame scenario.
There already exist two types of extensions [21]–[25] for
BM3D and NLB. Methods from the first category search for
similar 2D patches from all the available frames. However,
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they use just one reference frame for filtering purposes,
thus making limited use of the available information [21],
[22]. Extensions from the other category take privilege of
having more data in 3D spatio-temporal patches [23]–[25].
Nevertheless, techniques which utilize 2D patches on multiple
reference frames and those which seperately filter information
in the spatial and temporal dimensions, have not been studied.
The latter can reduce undesirable interactions between regions
of dissimilar greyvalues. Furthermore, a careful and systematic
evaluation of these extensions is also missing.
Our Contribution. In order to address the above problems,
in our recent conference paper [30] we introduced three
extensions which can be divided into two categories: Firstly,
we employed the 2D patch similarity approach of [21], [22]
but using every frame as a reference one for filtering purposes.
This ensured that we made use of the complete available
information. Secondly, we introduced two other extensions
which benefit from separately filtering the different types of
data in the temporal and the spatial dimensions. The first one
performs a simple temporal averaging followed by a single-
frame spatial filtering, while the other reverses this order.
In the present work we additionally introduce three novel
contributions: Firstly, we also consider non-registered data. In
contrast to [30], we combine our multi-frame filters with robust
optical flow methods for dealing with the inter-frame motion.
Such a study is really interesting as the utilisation of motion
compensation was avoided in [25] for circumventing motion
estimation errors. In fact, contrary to most works on multi-
frame denoising, we juxtapose the filter performance simul-
taneously for perfectly registered and for non-registered data.
For the latter scenario, we pay special attention to parameter
optimisation of the optical flow approaches. Such an analysis
provides valuable additional insights into the importance of
well optimized motion estimation in multi-frame denoising.
Secondly, we provide the first comprehensive evaluation of
general strategies how to extend single-frame filters to multi-
frame ones. We apply all our extensions not only to BM3D (as
in [30]), but also to NLB. This particular evaluation includes
very high AWGN noise levels. Such large amplitudes of
noise, which are consistenly ignored in the literature, are very
relevant for microscopic and medical imaging applications.
Last but not least, we propose better parameter selection
strategies for our filters than in our conference paper. We shall
see that this will even change the order in our experimental
rankings. For the sake of completeness, we also include two
extensions [24], [25] that were missing in the evaluation
of [30]. They represent the current state-of-the-art standard.
It should be noted that the method of Arias and Morel
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2[25] is competetive with a state-of-the-art neural network-
based technique [31] as well. Other learning-based multi-frame
denoising solutions can be found in [32], [33].
Paper Structure. In Section II we first review the central
ideas behind the design of NLB and BM3D filters. We then in-
troduce the five multi-frame extensions including our proposed
techniques, along with the existing robust optical flow methods
employed for registration. In the ensuing Section III, the new
optimal parameter selections for our extensions are presented.
We also showcase the results of several denoising experiments
along with detailed explanations behind the observed ranking
of various techniques. Finally, in Section IV we conclude our
work with a summary and an outlook.
II. MODELING AND THEORY
A. Filters for Single-frame Image Datasets
NLB [8], [9] and BM3D [6], [7] are non-local patch-based
denoising methods which consider similar information from
distant regions in the image. Both single-frame filters are two
step approaches which combine the denoised image of the
initial step with the noisy image in order to derive the final
noise-free image. Furthermore, both of these steps are split into
three sub-steps each, namely grouping, collaborative filtering
and aggregation.
Grouping: In order to exploit the advantage of having more
information, for every noisy reference patch considered, one
forms a 3D group of similar patches using L2 distance.
Collaborative Filtering: The term "collaborative" has a literal
meaning here: Each patch in a group collaborates with the rest
of them for simultaneous and efficient filtering. In NLB, one
uses Bayesian filtering (in both main steps) to denoise the 3D
groups. In BM3D, a hard thresholding (first main step) and
Wiener filtering (second main step) are employed.
Aggregation: In order to derive the final denoised image,
one computes a weighted averaging of the several denoised
versions of every pixel.
B. Multi-frame Extensions of Single-frame Filters
In this section, we describe five multi-frame extensions for
the above mentioned single-frame filters, in detail. For a better
comprehension, we arrange all the five of them in an increasing
order of design complexity.
In the multi-frame scenario, there exist slightly different types
of data in the temporal and spatial dimensions. Thus, in order
to combine them carefully the first two extensions break down
spatio-temporal filtering into two separable stages.
Proposed Extension - Average then Filter (AF): First, we
average all the frames registered using optical flow. Then we
employ a single-frame filter for removing the remaining noise
in the averaged frame.
Proposed Extension - Filter then Average (FA): Here, we first
denoise every registered frame by using a single-frame filter
and then average the denoised frames.
The above two approaches differ from the methods in [26],
[27] in the following fundamental aspect: Irrespective of the
quality of registration, we utilize a temporal average and
spatially filter strategy. This is different from a temporal
average or spatially filter technique in [26], [27] that depends
on the registration error.
While the first two extensions FA and AF perform a separable
spatio-temporal filtering, the subsequent three employ com-
bined filtering ideas. The first two among the three techniques
utilize 2D patches and the final strategy considers 3D spatio-
temporal ones. Let us discuss them in more detail now.
Existing Extension - Single Reference Frame Filtering (SF)
[21], [22]: Here, a single frame among all available ones
is considered as the reference frame. One selects reference
patches from just this frame. For every reference patch, a
group of similar patches is formed using information from
all the frames but not just one.
Proposed Extension - Multiple Reference Frame Filtering
(MF): The fourth extension differs from SF in three different
aspects. Firstly, in order to make complete use of the available
information we consider all frames for reference patches.
Secondly, we perform an aggregation of denoised pixels in
such a way that after the first main step we have as many
denoised frames as there are initial ones. This paves the way
for the final difference: For every reference patch we find
similar patches from all frames in the second main step also.
We cannot do this in the second main step using SF because it
has considered reference patches from just one frame initially.
We can thus formulate the final denoised image ufinal which
is obtained from a combination of the registered noisy data f
and the initial denoised image uinitial, as
ufinal(x) =
∑`∑
P`
wwienP`
∑
Q∈P (P`)
χQ(x)u
wien
Q,P`
(x)∑`∑
P`
wwienP`
∑
Q∈P (P`)
χQ(x)
. (1)
Here, x denotes the 2D position vector. We represent the set
of most similar patches to the reference patch P` belonging
to frame `, using P(P`). For every patch Q in the set P(P`),
we have χQ(x) = 1 if x ∈ Q and 0 otherwise. The symbol
uwienQ,P`(x) denotes the estimation of the value at pixel position
x, belonging to the patch Q. We derive this estimation through
Wiener filtering (with coefficients wwienP` ) a combination of f
and uinitial. In similar spirit to (1), we can formulate the NLB
aggregation process:
ufinal(x) =
∑`∑
P`
∑
Q∈P (P`)
χQ(x)u
bayes
Q,P`
(x)∑`∑
P`
∑
Q∈P (P`)
χQ(x)
. (2)
Here, the superscript bayes implies Bayesian filtering as
detailed in [8], [9]. By restricting the total number of frames to
one in (1) and (2), we obtain the original single-frame BM3D
and NLB algorithms. This implies that MF encompasses the
single-frame filters.
While grouping and filtering stages produce noise-free patches,
aggregation computes the final denoised image from them.
Employing 3D spatio-temporal patches gives an advantage of
having more information at the patch denoising steps itself,
even before employing the aggregation process. This exact
idea is employed by the final extension.
Existing Extension - Combined Filtering (CF) [23]–[25]: One
fixes 3D spatio-temporal patches and searches for similar
3Method Characteristics
AF 1. separable spatio-temporal filtering2. average registered frames and then filter
FA 1. separable spatio-temporal filtering2. filter each registered frame and then average
SF 1. combined spatio-temporal filtering2. considers 2D reference patches from a single frame
MF 1. combined spatio-temporal filtering2. considers 2D reference patches from multiple frames
CF 1. combined spatio-temporal filtering2. considers 3D reference patches across frames
TABLE I: The main characteristics of the multi-frame extensions.
Input: Noisy non-registered dataset f nr
Main Algorithm:
1. We employ an optical flow technique for obtaining registered data
f from f nr. Options for the optical flow methods include
SOF-1, SOF-2 or SOF-3.
2. We utilize a combination of single-frame denoising filters with their
multi-frame extensions for producing the final denoised output ufinal
using registered data f . Options for the single-frame filters are NLB
or BM3D. They can be combined with extensions AF, FA, SF or MF.
Output: Denoised data ufinal
TABLE II: A general algorithm of the proposed denoising scheme.
volumes instead of patches. Then, a 4D filtering technique
is employed, which removes noise using all the considered
similar volumes. Such ideas are in accordance with the single-
frame NLB and BM3D filters, where one considers a 2D
similarity measure combined with a 3D denoising technique.
This finishes the brief discussion of all the multi-frame
extensions we are going to deal with in this paper. Table I
serves as a look up table for these five methods and presents
the chief characteristics of each one of them.
C. Optical Flow Methods Used
As already mentioned, we perform experiments on both
perfectly registered and non-registered datasets. In the latter
scenario, we need to first register the images before applying
the above multi-frame extensions. Thus, we have employed
three robust discontinuity preserving optical flow methods
[34]–[36]. These motion estimation techniques perform better
than some classical strategies [37], [38]. In all the three
approaches, one minimizes a similar energy functional to
determine the motion vector w = (w1, w2, 1)> between
frames f1 and f2:
E(w) =
∫
Ω
(
Ψ(|f2(x + w)− f1(x)|2)+
γ (Ψ(|∇f2(x + w)−∇f1(x)|2)+
α
(
Ψ(Φ (∇f1(x)) ·
(|∇w1|2 + |∇w2|2)) ) dx.
(3)
Here, x = (x, y, t)T denotes the spatio-temporal location, Ω is
the 2D image domain and ∇ is the spatio-temporal gradient.
The above energy penalizes deviations in both gray values
and gradients. One enables interactions in between neighbor-
ing pixels through the smoothness term. The parameters γ
and α represent the gradient and smoothness term weights,
respectively. Moreover, applying Ψ(s2) =
√
s2 + 2 results in
a robust convex energy functional with  = 0.001 ensuring
strict convexity of Ψ. The smoothness function Φ(∇f1, λ)
with parameter λ specifies the regularisation strategy. The
three optical flow methods that we use in this work differ
in the choice of this particular function. We abbreviate these
three techniques as SOF-1, -2 and -3 (SOF means sub-optimal
flow). In SOF-1, one employs a decreasing scalar function
Φ(∇f1, λ) to preserve image driven flow discontinuities. The
second and third optical flow strategies try to avoid blob like
artifacts using two different approaches. SOF-2 performs a
minimum isotropic diffusion even when the gradient is very
large. In SOF-3, one utilizes an automatic selection strategy
for λ. The same numerical procedure is adopted to compute
the solution in all the three methods.
Thus, by combining the five multi-frame extensions and the
two single-frame filters, we have ten filters in total. As an
example, we will abbreviate one of these combined techniques
as BM3D-MF, if it is a combination of single-frame BM3D
with extension MF. We use the above mentioned optical
flow strategies for the first four extensions. The algorithm
in Table II describes the main ideas behind the denoising
framework of these approaches. The fifth method CF (author
implementations available in the form of commonly known
V-BM4D [24] and V-NLB [25]) uses its own motion com-
pensation techniques. The difference in the various motion
estimation approaches used should not be an issue as we are
also performing experiments on perfectly registered data. This
finishes the modeling and theory part of this work. Now, we
move on to the experimental demonstrations.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Datasets
For creating perfectly registered data, we have consid-
ered multiple AWGN realisations of the classical Lena,
House, Peppers and Bridge1 images with fourteen datasets
each. They are obtained by a combination of σnoise =
10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120 with five- and ten-frame datasets.
In a similar spirit, we have also created non-registered data by
corrupting the Grove2 [39], Shoe and Bird House [40] images
with AWGN.
B. Parameter Selection
Optical Flow Parameters: For the Grove2 dataset, we have
optimized the optical flow parameters with respect to the
ground truth flow for all three methods. We then choose the
best method to register every dataset. For Shoe and Bird House
datasets we have optimized the SOF-3 parameters with respect
to the final denoised image directly as the ground truth flow
was not available. Table IV shows more details.
Denoising Parameters: Various studies [6]–[9], [41] have
contributed in making the single-frame filters BM3D and NLB
parameter selection-free, while retaining the quality of the
denoised images as much as possible. In a similar spirit to
the above works, in this paper we use better versions of two
extensions introduced in our conference paper [30].
Firstly, at the time of application of the filter in the first
extension AF, the noise distribution has already changed due
1http://sipi.usc.edu/database/
4Noisy BM3D-MF NLB-AF BM3D-AF Original
Fig. 1: Denoised ten-frame datasets using the three best filters (σnoise = 120). Top to Bottom: Zoom into the Bridge, Peppers,
Lena and House images, respectively.
to temporal averaging. Since we are using an AWGN model,
we know that the standard deviation of noise is reduced by
a factor
√
L for a dataset with L frames. We can improve
the performance of type-AF extensions if we select the filter
parameters corresponding to the new standard deviation.
The second improvement is to optimize the number of
patches in a 3D group using both the original single-frame
BM3D filter as well as the BM3D-MF technique. The thresh-
old parameter on L2 distance and the parameter which decides
the maximum patches in a 3D group together control the total
number of patches one employs for filtering purposes. Our
experience suggests that the gain in quality due to the threshold
for low amplitude noise elimination, is relatively lot less when
compared to the deteriotion because of it in case of large noise
levels. Since one of the main objectives of this paper is to
concentrate on large noise amplitudes as well, for simplicity
reasons we refrain from using the threshold parameter in any
of the first four BM3D extensions. Moreover, in the multi-
frame scenario we have more similar patches, when compared
to the single-frame layout. We thus check in the upcoming
sections, whether the best performing extension (BM3D-MF)
in our conference publication [30], can give even better results
by increasing the maximum number of patches in a 3D group
through doubling. We label this particular parametric choice
as BM3D-MFO, where O stands for an optimized version.
For the denoised results of perfectly registered noisy data
using SF and CF techniques, we have always presented the
best mean squared error (MSE) value among all frames. This
ensures a fair comparison with the remaining three extensions.
For experiments on non-registered datasets, we have calcu-
lated the MSE value by leaving out a border of fifty pixels
on all sides of the reference frame at which different frames
were registered. We do this in order to mitigate the ill-effects
due to unavailable information at the borders of registered
images. This also makes sense for several multi-frame imaging
applications where we capture the region of interest in the
centre of the frame.
C. Perfectly Registered Datasets
Table III showcases the MSE values of the denoised images,
and Figure 1 displays the visual results after we have applied
5Data NL-AF NL-FA NL-SF NL-MF NL-CF BM-AF BM-MF BM-CF
B10 14.43 20.54 31.01 15.94 17.29 14.46 20.99 16.52
B20 42.65 68.29 96.02 57.26 51.48 42.18 68.20 51.20
B40 105.06 168.37 213.50 157.08 130.29 105.39 155.57 145.60
B60 161.66 260.04 317.81 267.03 202.17 163.83 218.85 230.59
B80 211.99 336.31 388.53 339.51 278.02 213.81 266.16 293.64
B100 258.57 379.41 433.79 378.04 336.11 254.03 307.50 345.35
B120 304.35 410.81 482.66 412.50 388.07 291.80 345.19 391.34
P10 8.90 12.17 16.20 12.31 10.76 8.73 12.64 11.64
P20 17.09 20.45 27.30 20.14 19.23 16.78 19.47 21.46
P40 30.91 36.68 50.50 35.27 32.61 28.80 31.93 39.58
P60 41.20 54.65 78.47 53.10 48.44 40.12 44.68 59.21
P80 55.26 77.19 102.97 72.71 75.91 53.58 59.20 79.57
P100 68.76 95.72 130.75 88.68 96.54 67.18 74.15 101.44
P120 84.87 113.10 161.67 108.40 119.11 81.99 89.64 124.89
L10 8.50 10.78 14.98 10.57 10.41 8.44 10.71 10.61
L20 16.83 20.97 29.48 20.88 18.84 16.32 19.30 21.36
L40 32.99 42.49 58.80 40.38 35.15 30.87 36.32 45.00
L60 47.31 65.06 92.38 64.56 55.20 45.37 52.47 70.55
L80 63.33 93.85 123.33 94.98 86.09 62.75 71.38 96.68
L100 79.39 119.82 157.04 115.52 109.17 77.51 88.54 123.52
L120 97.48 136.68 187.06 131.00 133.77 95.42 107.48 151.31
H10 6.63 10.00 14.21 10.86 7.68 6.32 8.67 8.60
H20 15.02 19.65 25.79 19.11 15.13 13.48 17.00 19.76
H40 30.98 35.92 49.06 30.94 29.32 26.34 29.58 40.48
H60 41.27 59.69 85.53 48.22 45.92 36.63 43.26 65.88
H80 57.68 97.00 123.00 78.16 73.17 52.11 62.6 94.50
H100 75.06 136.27 161.94 108.74 94.34 67.30 80.53 125.73
H120 92.59 176.66 201.99 138.72 119.69 78.81 96.62 159.47
NL-AF NL-FA NL-SF NL-MF NL-CF BM-AF BM-MF BM-CF
8.04 16.96 27.90 9.39 9.38 8.08 12.01 11.03
25.25 62.30 91.62 39.79 30.28 25.15 43.79 38.52
67.60 159.32 210.50 131.28 90.74 68.14 125.31 131.04
112.24 250.57 316.16 254.86 160.57 112.73 185.15 217.94
152.06 325.72 382.08 325.40 237.00 154.42 230.99 277.89
186.59 365.85 427.16 362.49 299.14 190.28 268.01 324.65
223.20 394.11 472.20 393.75 357.21 223.73 304.76 364.71
5.79 11.35 15.80 11.02 7.89 5.61 10.40 10.24
12.62 18.93 26.54 17.86 15.86 12.51 16.57 19.62
22.07 33.61 48.95 30.77 27.44 21.93 26.30 35.82
32.13 50.02 76.56 46.20 40.78 29.71 36.43 53.25
39.88 70.88 98.79 64.69 62.38 38.68 47.51 71.04
47.98 85.20 124.38 77.72 80.07 47.35 58.45 89.68
59.13 98.74 152.39 90.86 100.13 57.65 69.91 109.03
5.76 9.89 14.56 8.94 7.71 5.67 8.55 8.99
12.05 19.19 28.72 18.14 14.71 11.88 15.34 18.66
22.87 39.12 57.73 34.83 27.74 22.34 28.88 39.95
35.28 59.43 91.42 57.63 43.99 32.64 42.27 62.06
44.82 87.14 119.61 86.42 69.22 43.79 56.41 83.80
55.45 108.27 149.64 103.58 89.88 55.12 70.85 105.73
67.93 122.14 175.67 114.81 112.07 66.96 84.99 128.29
4.38 9.38 13.91 10.03 5.68 4.21 6.78 7.25
9.90 18.18 25.20 17.14 12.04 9.22 14.02 17.79
20.77 32.45 48.03 25.68 24.05 18.69 23.78 35.98
31.55 53.38 81.81 39.32 35.70 26.67 34.35 58.17
39.72 85.93 111.67 63.89 56.49 35.53 48.14 83.87
49.29 121.68 153.17 87.01 74.88 45.35 63.03 109.06
59.93 156.49 191.04 103.32 95.66 53.46 75.15 137.18
TABLE III: MSE values after denoising images with various methods. Left: Five-frame datasets. Right: Ten-frame datasets.
Abbreviations: B80 - Bridge with σnoise = 80, P - Peppers, L - Lena, H - Bridge. Sizes: H - 256×256, rest - 512×512.
Image (σnoise) α γ λ Best Method
Grove2 (10) 15 1.5 0.1 SOF-2
Grove2 (20) 25 1.5 0.1 SOF-2
Grove2 (40) 35 1.5 0.1 SOF-2
Grove2 (60) 35 1.5 0.1 SOF-2
Grove2 (80) 45 2.5 0.1 SOF-2
Grove2 (100) 110 1.0 - SOF-3
Grove2 (120) 95 1.0 - SOF-3
Image (σnoise) α γ
Shoe(10) 25 1.5
Shoe(20) 75 2.5
Shoe(40) 95 1.5
Shoe(60) 110 0.5
Shoe(80) 85 0.5
Shoe(100) 95 0.5
Shoe(120) 90 0.5
Image (σnoise) α γ
Bird House(10) 100 0.5
Bird House(20) 130 0.5
Bird House(40) 135 1.0
Bird House(60) 135 0.5
Bird House(80) 130 1.5
Bird House(100) 100 1.5
Bird House(120) 90 1.5
TABLE IV: Optical flow parameter values used for different datasets. Left: Grove2 dataset with the best among SOF-1, SOF-2
and SOF-3 methods. We have considered the tenth frame as the reference frame since ground truth flow information was
available between frames 10 and 11. Centre: Shoe dataset with SOF-3 approach. Right: Bird House dataset with SOF-3
technique. We have utilized the fifth frame as the reference frame for the latter two datasets and then employed frames 4-6
for optimizing the optical flow parameters. Also, we have used BM3D-MF and BM3D-FA as denoising filters for optimizing
SOF parameters for these two datasets, respectively.
all ten methods. It is clear from these results that extensions
of type-AF outperform all other techniques. They are superior
to type-MF approaches (which is in contradiction to our
conference paper [30]) as we account for the change in the
noise distribution due to temporal averaging.
In the category-FA extensions, we directly apply the single-
frame filters on every frame. This is a sub-optimal solution
because we do not have enough signal on each of the frames.
Techniques belonging to type-SF do not make use of the
complete available information as they just consider a single
reference frame.
In the MF and CF filters, we avoid the disadvantages of
both FA and SF. However, they fall behind type-AF methods
for two reasons: Firstly, we separate out temporal and spatial
filtering in category-AF techniques. This is advantageous since
we have noisy versions of the same original gray value in
the temporal dimension for perfectly registered images. In the
spatial dimensions we have noisy versions of approximately
equal gray values in general. This outperforms simultaneous
non-linear filtering of the MF and CF techniques, where we
combine the information in all dimensions at one go. Such a
strategy proves to be inferior even though we use a non-linear
filtering in the temporal dimension when compared to the
linear temporal averaging of category-AF filters. Interestingly,
a similar result was observed in a single-frame scenario in the
work of Ram et al. [42]. By adopting a simple linear filtering
on a smoothly reordered set of pixels they could produce
results almost equivalent to the sophisticated BM3D filtering.
The reason behind such observations is that linear averaging
of different noisy versions of the same pixel intensity does
not create artifacts like a non-linear combination of dissimilar
intensities does. This is also the reason why averaging is pre-
6Image (σnoise) NLB-AF NLB-FA NLB-SF NLB-MF NLB-CF BM-AF BM-FA BM-SF BM-MF BM-CF
Grove2 (10) 31.86 43.00 38.87 39.58 25.06 33.39 46.01 41.72 42.97 30.97
Grove2 (20) 61.55 89.25 96.85 86.64 56.93 63.71 98.39 99.80 88.85 69.04
Grove2 (40) 122.08 204.76 237.61 219.07 127.98 128.98 182.28 200.08 170.23 157.74
Grove2 (60) 191.22 273.93 311.05 283.77 195.46 191.24 238.34 269.56 228.51 234.85
Grove2 (80) 255.76 320.52 352.40 321.57 262.90 236.81 278.37 313.32 268.24 293.62
Grove2 (100) 310.35 353.08 396.51 353.50 313.37 283.65 316.53 364.40 306.47 342.14
Grove2 (120) 344.28 373.29 428.53 373.00 359.31 318.38 344.04 396.27 336.09 384.79
Grove2 (10) 31.05 47.26 37.32 37.44 18.50 32.26 50.31 38.96 39.48 30.47
Grove2 (20) 53.75 93.06 94.01 76.92 42.00 54.88 102.07 89.69 73.77 66.78
Grove2 (40) 103.79 213.02 236.47 216.64 97.71 107.15 184.93 194.38 152.00 155.38
Grove2 (60) 156.63 283.01 309.91 285.56 159.78 161.78 239.36 266.53 209.12 231.96
Grove2 (80) 207.29 325.39 353.89 320.46 224.71 206.93 277.36 311.03 251.48 289.51
Grove2 (100) 259.43 347.09 392.41 344.66 276.45 252.05 308.36 360.99 286.07 334.85
Grove2 (120) 308.00 364.70 422.56 364.59 344.50 292.10 334.40 393.68 317.30 373.83
TABLE V: MSE values of denoised Grove2 images after using a combination of denoising methods and optical flow. Top:
Four-frame datasets (frames 9-12). Bottom: Eight-frame datasets (frames 7-14). Frame size: 640 × 480.
Image (σnoise) NLB-AF NLB-FA NLB-SF NLB-MF NLB-CF BM-AF BM-FA BM-SF BM-MF BM-MFO BM-CF
Shoe (10) 11.60 15.12 16.55 14.98 10.56 11.11 13.47 14.54 13.03 13.65 11.89
Shoe (20) 22.41 30.25 35.45 30.27 20.47 20.46 25.32 29.76 23.91 24.97 24.26
Shoe (40) 43.90 62.52 72.75 61.14 40.30 39.20 47.39 58.46 43.51 44.63 49.73
Shoe (60) 59.46 90.26 108.75 86.26 61.22 52.89 67.45 85.64 61.34 62.43 75.76
Shoe (80) 80.51 116.79 141.01 111.44 91.35 70.49 87.46 113.21 81.00 80.66 102.88
Shoe (100) 96.86 135.86 168.07 127.23 115.11 84.14 105.91 140.53 100.91 97.16 131.39
Shoe (120) 112.71 150.84 193.62 141.00 139.17 99.79 124.48 167.11 119.82 115.49 160.30
Shoe (10) 11.44 16.51 16.73 15.32 10.10 11.15 14.64 14.36 12.89 13.48 11.77
Shoe (20) 19.68 30.96 35.20 29.77 19.35 18.55 25.74 29.00 21.84 22.65 23.41
Shoe (40) 36.83 62.28 71.14 58.68 37.63 33.57 45.39 56.29 39.95 38.37 46.11
Shoe (60) 48.47 88.66 106.83 80.92 56.50 43.02 63.51 82.39 52.48 52.01 68.51
Shoe (80) 63.15 114.15 137.40 102.70 81.59 56.42 80.74 109.04 68.42 66.54 91.15
Shoe (100) 75.67 129.50 164.13 115.89 102.54 66.01 96.83 134.21 84.43 79.76 113.83
Shoe (120) 88.08 140.24 188.83 126.65 124.22 76.87 111.64 161.66 102.79 95.01 136.89
TABLE VI: MSE values of denoised Shoe images after using a combination of denoising methods and optical flow. Top: Five-
frame datasets (frames 3-7). Bottom: Ten-frame datasets (frames 1-10). Frame size: 1280 × 720. Abbreviation: BM-MFO
uses twice the number of patches as in BM-MF.
ferred in electron microscopy (Chapter 11 of [43]). Moreover,
the linear nature of temporal averaging helps in computing
the new standard deviation of noise after temporal filtering
through theoretical knowledge. The second reason why MF
and CF types fall behind category-AF is the following: The
latter extension computes the initial grouping on the less noisy
averaged image. In all the other four categories we do this
on the highly noisy initial images, which makes the grouping
error-prone.
The overall better performance of type-AF filters does not
mean we can immediately reject the next best MF and CF
categories. We must remember that we assumed AWGN noise
and perfect registration. In the first scenario, we were able to
optimize the denoising ability of NLB-AF and BM3D-AF eas-
ily for AWGN. Its signal independent nature helped in easier
selection of filtering parameters which account for the change
in noise distribution after temporal averaging. For noise of
Poissonian type for example, AWGN elimination methods are
normally combined with variance stabilizing tranformations
for noise elimination. These transformations have the property
of inducing a bias while stablizing the variance in the data. In
another recent paper [44], we evaluated the first four BM3D
extensions in the Poissonian noise scenario and observed
similar results as for our Gaussian noise study [30]: BM3D-
MF outperformed BM3D-AF. Apart from not accounting for
the change in noise distribution due to temporal averaging, the
above mentioned bias problem was also a reason behind this.
We conjecture that employing more sophisticated stabilisation
frameworks (see eg. [45], [46]) could help in this respect.
The second scenario where we cannot reject methods from
categories other than type-AF is for imperfect registrations.
We will examine this situation in the upcoming section where
we consider non-registered datasets.
Furthermore, BM3D-AF is superior to NLB-AF (from Table
III and Figure 1) because BM3D is a better single-frame
denoising method than NLB for gray value images. We infer
that the usage of the discrete cosine transform and the bi-
orthogonal spline wavelet transform in the two main steps of
BM3D, respectively, leads to superior anisotropic modeling.
D. Non-registered Datasets
Tables V, VI and VII display the MSE values of the
denoised images while Figures 2, 3 and 4 showcase the visual
results. It can be clearly seen that NLB-AF and BM3D-
AF outperform other approaches several times. However, for
low amplitude noise situations NLB-CF, which is the current
state-of-the-art method, is competitive with the category-AF
extensions and even superior to them at certain occasions.
Let us explore these results a bit further. For all the three
7Image (σnoise) NLB-AF NLB-FA NLB-SF NLB-MF NLB-CF BM-AF BM-FA BM-SF BM-MF BM-CF
Bird House (10) 14.14 20.58 21.24 17.87 20.43 14.13 20.59 21.35 18.90 20.22
Bird House (20) 29.33 49.19 55.74 43.67 45.32 28.74 49.48 53.07 42.61 45.03
Bird House (40) 63.93 129.03 147.77 126.44 98.03 63.44 107.02 119.51 92.35 108.23
Bird House (60) 99.65 198.06 229.42 212.04 144.99 97.10 150.35 174.65 135.81 165.11
Bird House (80) 138.67 230.59 255.74 237.26 190.15 131.30 182.07 211.31 167.51 210.40
Bird House (100) 173.86 248.54 275.76 251.22 224.40 162.35 207.03 242.42 194.50 247.52
Bird House (120) 207.70 261.07 295.32 262.32 254.40 193.34 227.89 269.64 217.17 279.67
Bird House (10) 15.86 23.81 21.03 19.32 17.83 15.90 24.07 20.86 19.52 19.68
Bird House (20) 27.16 52.38 54.83 41.31 41.30 26.86 54.02 48.78 37.51 30.47
Bird House (40) 52.98 133.29 144.26 117.89 92.50 51.60 110.00 112.96 78.92 103.31
Bird House (60) 78.48 202.88 228.04 209.45 140.18 77.49 149.93 171.29 120.27 159.26
Bird House (80) 107.85 230.77 252.51 233.67 183.59 105.29 187.48 206.18 148.34 203.06
Bird House (100) 138.77 242.64 270.78 244.28 218.01 134.66 220.37 236.66 172.51 236.73
Bird House (120) 168.58 251.84 288.16 254.41 247.59 166.80 222.61 261.38 194.95 264.05
TABLE VII: MSE values of denoised Bird House images after using a combination of denoising methods and optical flow.
Top: Five-frame datasets (frames 3-7). Bottom: Ten-frame datasets (frames 1-10). Frame size: 1280 × 720.
Noisy NLB-CF NLB-AF BM3D-AF Original
Fig. 2: Different denoised regions of eight-frame Grove2 dataset using the three best extensions (σnoise = 80).
datasets, we have performed experiments on two kinds of data:
One with less number of frames and the other with more
of them. In the latter case it is highly probable that there
exists large motion between the reference frame and others
which can lead to high errors in motion estimation. Hence, if
a particular approach is able to produce better quality results
for a high number of frames, this indicates that it is robust to
motion estimation errors. From Tables V, VI and VII, we can
observe that CF is the only technique which does not even have
a single instance where the MSE value has increased when
more number of frames have been utilized. AF, MF, FA and
category-SF filters could produce enough quality improvement
for perfectly registered data. However, in the present non-
registered layout we can find at least one instance for each
of these extensions where the quality has deteriorated with an
increase in number of frames. The only explanation behind
this is the robustness of category-CF extensions with respect
to motion. However, at regions where the motion registration is
correct, the performance of AF-type techniques is so high that
they can outperform category-CF approaches despite presence
of motion estimation errors at other regions. Nevertheless,
optical flow methods will continue to improve in the future.
Thus, the philosophy of our proposed category-AF extensions
will benefit from these advancements.
As already mentioned, the BM3D-MFO variant employs
twice the number of patches than BM3D-MF. The decrease in
MSE values from BM3D-MF to BM3D-MFO in Table VI for
high noise amplitudes and visual results in Figure 5 indicate
the following: The black patches in darker regions of the image
can be eliminated using BM3D-MFO. However, we must use
the above strategy of increasing the number of patches only if
we encounter black patches. Having too many them in a 3D
group would instead give rise to an undesirable blurring.
Thus, we can draw two conclusions from our results: The
latest robust optical flow methods are also capable of extending
the best performing nature of type-AF filters from the perfectly
registered layout to the non-registered scenario. Secondly, in
the future we should concentrate on approaches which separate
the filtering in spatial and temporal dimensions for ideal as
well as practical situations, like BM3D-AF and NLB-AF.
All the above results show that type-AF filters are among the
best performing methods irrespective of whether there is any
motion or not in the image dataset, what criteria have been
used to optimize the optical flow, and what kind of optical
8Noisy BM3D-MF NLB-AF BM3D-AF Original
Fig. 3: Various denoised regions of ten-frame Shoe dataset after employing the three best methods (σnoise = 80).
Noisy BM3D-MF NLB-AF BM3D-AF Original
Fig. 4: Different denoised regions of Bird House dataset using the three best filters (σnoise = 80).
flow technique has been employed. In the future, BM3D-
AF and NLB-AF can be combined with occlusion handling
[28], deflickering and sharpening [24] strategies. We can also
consider replacing the present denoising and motion estimation
techniques with better ones for further pushing the state-of-the-
art standard.
E. Computational Time
The AF-type frameworks are the fastest among all exten-
sions as they employ separable spatio-temporal filtering. Since
temporal averaging can be performed in real time, their net
complexity is just a combination of the optical flow method
and the 2D single-frame filter employed on the temporally av-
eraged frame. Although all the experiments in this paper were
performed using a CPU2 implementation, we also have a GPU3
2Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700 CPU @3.4 GHz using C++ and OpenMP
3NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 graphics card using ANSI C and CUDA
version of BM3D-MF. We have already shown that BM3D-
MF encompasses the original single-frame BM3D algorithm
mathematically. Thus, the same GPU implementation can also
be employed for BM3D-AF by just changing the number of
frames to one and using the new standard deviation of noise
after temporal averaging, as input. With such an approach, we
have observed that BM3D-AF is 7.25 times faster than BM3D-
MF for a 4×640×480 sized dataset. It consumes just 1.82
seconds for the filtering process after motion compensation,
despite employing a naive patch matching algorithm. Also,
the CPU2 implemetation of BM3D-AF is over 50 times faster
than NLB-CF, which is a current state-of-the-art technique.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We have optimized the usage of NLB and BM3D filters for
the multi-frame scenario. We can conclude from the experi-
ments that our proposed following sequential process gives the
best results in most cases: They register the images with robust
optical flow methods, temporally average the registered noisy
9Noisy BM3D-MF BM3D-MFO Original
Fig. 5: Various denoised regions of Shoe dataset (σnoise = 80).
images, and then apply the single-frame filters with optimal
parameters corresponding to the new noise distribution after
temporal averaging. This is true for both NLB and BM3D,
an observation which has surprisingly not been recognized
for many years. This re-affirms the fact that sometimes the
simpler solutions are the most powerful ones. Furthermore, we
achieve this significant quality improvement at the cost of zero
additional parameters and far less computational time. The
technique also preserves a large amount of detail even when
the images are corrupted with noise of very high amplitude.
Thus, the category-AF extensions in combination with robust
optical flow methods can be employed in practice for many
multi-frame image processing applications.
Combining BM3D-AF and NLB-AF with variance stabi-
lizing transformations, deflickering, sharpening and occlusion
handling techniques will be considered in our future research.
We will also use type-AF extensions as regularizers in PDEs
for robust image reconstruction applications; c.f. [47]–[50].
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